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Introduction

– The brain is a complex system that contains isolated and
synchronized activities through the network; studies show
that we can understand neuron behaviors and disease
formation through computational simulations.

– A map-based neuron is a model that has simple yet rich
dynamics [1]. Our map, the model KTH is able to reproduce
several biological behaviors: fast and slow spikes, bursting
behavior, chaotic spikes, and cardiac pulses.

Objectives

Demonstrate the synchronization present in the KTH model
and the map behaviors. A computational study of networks of
nuron map-based.

Methods

We have:
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Z(t + 1) = Z(t) − δZ(t) − u(V (t) − ϵ) (3)

The neuron
dynamical
variables

The neuron
parameters

The slow current
(parameters)

V(t) - membrane voltage K δ
Y(t) - auxiliary variable T u
Z(t) - slow current H ϵ
I= input current

The table contains the parameters that are searched in the map.

Results

The KTH excitable behaviors:
In Fig. 1 we demonstrate some spikes that the map presents. Fur-
thermore, in Fig 2 we observe the synchronization of the system
for different numbers of neurons.

Figure 1.Here, we showing spikes
and behaviors for different
parameters in the KTH model. We
have (a)adapiting spike; (b) slow
spike; (c) cardiac spikes ;(d) chaotic
bursting.

Figure 2. Synchronization for W and
CSI for different N’s (number of
neurons)

We see in Fig. 3 we observed different types of bursting by setting
parameters T and K and varying the H. This is important, as it
brings us closer to biological models with simplified computational
properties.
Fig. 4 we make a data collapse for the csi = 1 curves by using a
normalized coordinate sync index and our w.

Figure 3. Analyzing bursting for
different H. The parameters are
a) K = 0.8,T =
0.6, eH = −0.8 b)K =
0.8,T = 0.6, eH = −0.83
c)K = 0.8,T = 0.6, eH =
−0.87 and d)K = 0.7,T =
0.6, eH = −0.6

Figure 4.Data collapse
y = CSI (syncindex), for
normalized coordinate with power
law = 0.9311076675137342 ,
and x = (W − Wc)/W .

Conclusion

Although the work with map-based neuron networks is not so re-
cent, it is still little explored, which leads us to understand that we
need better dissemination of this resource to understand synchro-
nized behaviors in Theoretical Neuroscience.
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